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I. Background

The science of understanding human behavior, health, and interactions is being transformed by the ability of researchers to collect, analyze, and share data about individuals on a wide scale. However, a major challenge for realizing the full potential of such data science is ensuring the privacy of human subjects. And as new demonstrations and methods of reidentification continue to emerge, traditional approaches to protecting privacy are becoming decreasingly effective.

On September 24-25, 2013, the Privacy Tools for Sharing Research Data project at Harvard University, in collaboration with the Reliable Information Systems and Cyber Security Center at Boston University, held a workshop titled “Integrating Approaches to Privacy across the Research Lifecycle.” Over forty leading experts in computer science, statistics, social science, law, and policy convened to discuss the state of the art in data privacy research. Participants considered how emerging tools and approaches from their various disciplines should be integrated in the context of real-world use cases involving the management of confidential research data.

This paper is part of a larger body of workshop materials that summarize the tools and use cases discussed during the event and map out a high-level research agenda to advance the integration of various methods of preserving confidentiality in research data. Additional materials produced in conjunction with the workshop are available on the workshop website.²

In the afternoon sessions of the workshop, participants separated into topical breakout sessions to discuss cross-cutting issues that emerged from discussions earlier in the workshop. This briefing paper identifies selected questions and issues raised during a breakout session that discussed the meaning of “public” in the context of using data about individuals for research purposes. This topic was motivated, in particular, by questions raised in earlier discussions at the workshop that revealed a lack of clarity about which data should be considered public and which data require a researcher to consider privacy implications. Although this paper does not discuss all of these questions, they are listed below for background.

- Do individuals expect a degree of privacy in the information they publicly share on the internet? How do the law and research ethics approach this question?
- Some individuals employ techniques to limit public exposure of data by, for example, using privacy controls on online services like to Facebook, deleting previously public information, selectively using services that purport to restrict certain data uses, and by following techno-social norms around information sharing that may not be recognized in non-internet contexts. How, if at all, should such conventions and behaviors shape legal expectations and ethical notions of privacy in research?
- Many web services, including social networks, have detailed terms of use that potentially restrict or prohibit secondary uses of data. When are researchers required to comply with these terms of use?
- Most websites are available in and cater to users located in different states, countries, and supranational regions, which may have different legal regulations and restrictions to use of data. When data is studied transnationally, are researchers obligated to honor data

these laws and regulations that may apply in the country the user is located, where the services are hosted, and where the data in publicly accessed? To what extent are outcomes affected by stages in the data lifecycle, or to research that will be published in outlets with international reach?

- Sensors can be easily deployed in public locations to passively capture information about individuals. Is the data collected from such sensors public, and can researchers use it without restriction or IRB oversight?
- Government agencies often exercise discretion with respect to the scope of information they release publicly. What best practices should government actors follow in redacting information prior to release? And when researchers are aware that best practices have not been adopted or that stated de-identification policies have not been followed by others, do they have any obligations with respect to this data?
- Should IRBs be obligated to oversee human subject research that uses data from public sources, such as those mined from websites, from public sensors, or the government? Should researchers have an ethical duty to safeguard such information in their studies? How does the sensitivity of information factor into a determination whether information is public or private for research purposes? Should individuals on the internet have the ability to opt-out their information from studies?

II. Introduction: New Sources of Data

The technological developments of the last decade have provided social science researchers with new sources of rich information about individuals that enable them to analyze human behaviors with an unprecedented breadth and depth of scale. The data can be mined directly from websites on the internet, collected by sensors placed in public locations, and released by the government. Much of this information is available for nominal cost and effort; researchers can quickly build large datasets from these sources. Most importantly, this information appears public, at least to first impressions, and it is capable of being used in research for a wide variety of purposes with seemingly minimal legal restrictions or ethical implications.

Social media and networking websites, like Facebook and Twitter, are among the many attractive new sources of social science research data. As a whole, this category of website is increasingly being used around the world. The web candidly captures and memorializes social interactions between individuals, and in many cases preserves them indefinitely. Although users can often restrict access to information using account settings and controls, not all do. For instance, a 2012 Pew Research report found that 42% of social media users’ accounts are either
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Partially or completely available to the public without restriction. Using automated tools, researchers can systematically collect information from the public portions of social media accounts without the need to interact with the individuals. By creating fake profiles and friending users or by creating third-party applications on social network platforms, researchers can gain access to data that has been restricted to the public. The data allows researchers to observe and analyze relationships, the sharing of information, conversations and interactions, creativity, media consumption, personality, reputation, and much more.

Researchers are also increasingly obtaining data from stores of government records, through open government data and e-government program or directly from government organizations. Similarly, data can also be procured from businesses, such as telephone and utility providers, or collected using sensors, such as thermal imaging cameras, deployed in public places. For example, the work of the Boston Area Research Initiative at the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, which seeks to promote original research by combining cutting edge social science model-based approaches, data mining and other big data methods that combine data from traditional sources with sensor data; and the work of the Center for Urban Science and Progress at New York University, which uses big data methods and combinations of sensor data, such as thermal imaging and administrative data, to guide urban policy making and operations. Data generated by wireless phones, which are among the most ubiquitous devices in many countries, have also been used alone or in combination with data obtained from other sources in research studies.

Despite the provocative insights that may result from these new veins of data, members of the research community are questioning these practices. At the heart of the matter are some
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difficult questions about the boundaries between public and private information, which implicate the law, ethical codes, and privacy theory. This paper identifies some of the questions raised by workshop participants and explores some of the contours of the debate around collecting and using data from these new public sources. The discussion has been supplemented with background information for context and, where possible, specific comments and questions from participants are noted.

III. Human Subjects Research, Private Information, and Public Information

Workshop participants questioned the extent to which the law and ethical codes adequately govern the use of information collected from sources, such as Facebook, Twitter, and sensors in public spaces, for research purposes. They contended that while the law may permit broad uses of this information, ethical issues may still lurk beneath the surface that are not currently addressed in practice.

In order to understand how the public-private distinction operates in practice, the law is a helpful starting point. Institutional research policies and ethical codes have an important relationship with law. The laws inform the policies and codes, setting baseline boundaries for the appropriate uses of information in practice, and to an extent ethical standards also inform the policies embodied in the laws crafted by legislators. Technological advances have also historically played a key role in shaping the concepts of privacy within the law. Perhaps now more than ever privacy law is in a state of evolutionary change as it continues to react to the technologies and practices that have emerged during last several decades — it is amorphous, complex, and unsettled.15

In the United States, information privacy law spans federal and state constitutional provisions, statutes and regulations, which are often described as being particular to organizations that deal with certain types of information (e.g., health care, educational records, and financial records) within specific industry sectors, the four common law “intrusion of privacy” torts, scenarios in which an agreement imposes contractual duties or restrictions, and relationships that give rise to special duties of confidentiality, such as those created between doctor and patient or lawyer and client. How these laws apply often depends critically upon the characteristics of the information, the actors, the uses, and other attendant circumstances.

Although information may appear to be open for the taking because it is featured on a publicly-viewable website or collected from a sensor capturing data in a public area, the information may be subject to a variety of privacy laws and regulations. Ethical codes may also prohibit certain uses of or methods of collection information that the law would otherwise permit. Most relevant to the public-private distinctions in research data are the regulations that cover human subject research, the intrusion of privacy torts, public records laws, and contracts. Other crosscutting legal issues — such as transnational jurisdiction and international laws — may also govern the collection and use of information. This section describes how these sources of law may be interpreted to apply to information obtained from seemingly public sources.

A. US Human Subject Research Regulations

In a traditional social science study that uses information collected directly from interactions with human subjects, and not from the internet or other sources, academic researchers are required to structure their study in a manner that minimizes the risk of physical and psychological harms to the subjects. In many cases, depending on institutional policies, researchers will need to obtain approval from an IRB for research conducted in the United States, which is an institutional committee charged with ensuring the design of the study meets baseline criteria for safeguarding the human subjects from these harms. Other countries use similar review and oversight mechanisms for regulating research. Disclosing the nature of the study to potential participants, obtaining informed consent, and putting in place mechanisms to protect their privacy and confidentiality are the hallmarks of a properly designed study. This regime, which is derived from the US Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) regulatory framework known as the “Common Rule”\footnote{45 C.F.R. § 46, et seq.} and based on ethical guidelines created in the 1970s, applies to research in which the investigators directly interact with human subjects to collect and analyze potentially private information.

Not all research on humans is subject to the Common Rule. The Common Rule’s reach is limited to studies that collect data through direct interactions with subjects or studies that involve subjects’ private, identifiable information. Studies that only use public information have long been an exempt category.\footnote{45 CFR § 46.102(f) (defining “human subject” as “a living individual about whom an investigator obtains: (1) data through intervention or interaction with the individual, or (2) identifiable private information.”) To the extent data mining is possible without interacting with a subject, which is often a trivial matter, and provided the information is not “private,” the research is not subject to these regulations.} The term public, in this sense, is synonymous with benign – if the information was collected from a public source, analyzing and disseminating it is not considered harmful to the person to whom it pertains. Equally important, if a research study falls into this category, institutions are not required to oversee it. The public-private distinction in the Common Rule owes its origins to privacy law, which has traditionally held that public information is not subject to privacy protections.\footnote{See, e.g., Ryan Calo, “The Boundaries of Privacy Harm,” Indiana Law Journal, vol. 86 (Summer 2011): pp.1131-1162; Orin Kerr, “Applying the Fourth Amendment to the Internet: A general approach,” Stanford Law Review, vol. 62 (2010), pp. 1027-1036.} The distinctions between public and private information in US law are explored in later sections.

Once information has been made readily observable or sufficiently public it may no longer be considered private. According to the Common Rule’s text, “private information” includes “information about behavior that occurs in a context in which an individual can reasonably expect that no observation or recording is taking place, and information which has been provided for a specific purpose by an individual and which the individual can reasonably expect will not be made public.”\footnote{45 CFR § 46(f)(2) (emphasis added).} Here, the key factor for determining if this information may be subject to the Common Rule is whether an individual’s expectations are “reasonable” – a term which often signals in the law a flexible, though somewhat unpredictable, benchmark based on an interpretation of appropriateness under the circumstances presented. The regulations do not
provide any further guidance on the definition of reasonableness, leaving IRBs and researchers to exercise their judgment. As discussed in a later section below, the public’s expectations of privacy have become more complex and intertwined with the contexts in which information is shared. Determining when these expectations exist or might be reasonable is not necessarily a simple calculation.

The information from new sources on the internet or from sensors is typically not subject to much oversight because it is often interpreted to be public based on the Common Rule’s standard. As a consequence, researchers may not be required to obtain consent from the subjects or adhere to data security and confidentiality standards. Consider, for example, information about individuals on social networking websites. Most of this information is indexed and discoverable by using search engines, and it is capable of being copied and stored indefinitely. Once published to the web, a user effectively relinquishes her control, arguably making the information public by the Common Rule standard because anyone can observe it. Any expectation that this information would remain private or not be observed by others would probably not be considered reasonable.

While this interpretation reportedly prevails in practice, members of the research community have called into question whether it is ethical. They are concerned that users of online social networks are unwittingly becoming subjects in research studies without consenting and may be exposed to harm. They also point to quantitative studies that show a surprising disconnect between user expectations and legal realities they face for their actions online as an argument that social network users are potentially vulnerable or may express their privacy preferences through normative expressions not recognized by current standards. Debates on this topic have also spawned action. Several initiatives have emerged within the community to develop ethical guidelines that address user expectations of privacy in circumstances when the Common Rule may not treat the information as private.

Until recently, the administrators of the Common Rule had not issued guidance on whether information obtained from these new sources should be treated as private or public. That
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changed in March 2013 when the Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Human Research Protections (SACHRP)\textsuperscript{23} at HHS issued a working document intended to serve as “the starting point for the development of FAQs and/or Points to Consider regarding the conduct and review of internet research.”\textsuperscript{24} This document was not mentioned by any of our workshop participants in the breakout session and as a result it was not discussed; however it marks an important development. In it, SACHRP explains that information intentionally posted or otherwise provided by individuals on the internet “should be considered public unless existing law and the privacy policies and/or terms of service of the entity/entities receiving or hosting the information indicate that the information should be considered ‘private.’”\textsuperscript{25} The guidance acknowledges that, whether reasonably or not, a subject’s expectation that her information is private may support oversight of a study. This is significant since it deviates from how privacy law distinguishes between public and private information. In short, privacy law would afford little protection to information that is voluntarily made public.\textsuperscript{26} The Common Rule has historically relied on this distinction to differentiate information that is private from information that is not.

The guidance states that four categories of websites can be considered “purely public” and are acceptable for widespread use:

1. sites containing information that, by law, is considered “public;”
2. news, entertainment, classified, and other information-based sites where information is posted for the purpose of sharing with the public;
3. open access data repositories, where information has been legally obtained (with IRB approval if necessary) and is made available with minimal or no restriction;
4. discussion fora that are freely accessible to any individual with Internet access, and do not involve terms of access or terms of service that would restrict research use of the information.\textsuperscript{27}

Outside of the purely public categories, the guidance notes that determining whether websites can be used outside of the Common Rule can be difficult. Such decisions are riddled with nuance and may require researchers and IRBs to think rather deeply about the attendant circumstances, which could be subject to differing interpretations. For example, a website’s architectural features, such as registration, authentication requirements, and content discoverability as well as techno-social norms within an online community, may suggest or indicate that information should be treated as private. The modification of website terms and privacy policies over time, shifting business models, and users who delete their content over time also pose considerations.\textsuperscript{28}

While the SACHRP guidance is an important development, it is also limited in scope. For

\textsuperscript{23} The Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Human Research (SACHRP) “provides expert advice and recommendations to the Secretary . . . on issues and topics pertaining to or associated with the protection of human research subjects.” HHS, “SACHRP Charter,” (approved October 1, 2014), \url{http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/sachrp/charter/index.html}. Note that its role within HHS is advisory, while the Secretary of Health is charged with regulatory oversight.


\textsuperscript{25} \textit{Id.} at p. 5.

\textsuperscript{26} This is discussed in more detail in Section II. B.

\textsuperscript{27} SACHRP, “Considerations and Recommendations,” at pp. 8-9.

\textsuperscript{28} \textit{Id.} at pp. 5-6.
instance, it does not account for the global nature of the internet. Complex jurisdictional issues may arise when a study involves subjects from different countries, which could be difficult for researchers to ascertain based on a facial inspection and difficult to avoid altogether. By sweeping in users’ information from other jurisdictions, researchers may be running afoul of international laws that prohibit the collection and use of data without consent despite the same manner of collection being lawful in the US. Not to mention normative privacy expectations may differ greatly between countries.

The SACHRP guidance is also silent about other emerging sources of data beyond the internet, including those from sensors located in public places. Images or recordings captured in publicly-observable areas, public records, cell phone transmissions, and the like can be attractive sources for passive data collection. Use of these data in studies also raises questions about whether it would be treated as public or private and subject to the Common Rule. The threshold determination is the same as for information collected from the web: the analysis turns on whether information is private and identifiable, and whether individual expectations of privacy are reasonable. In some cases, other statutes, laws, and regulations may concurrently govern the collection and use of this data. These will be explored in the next section.

B. US Information Privacy and Public Records Laws

The Common Rule regime only accounts for one potential source of privacy-related laws in the context of research data, and as noted above the regime does not necessarily apply to data gathered from public sources like the internet. Other laws, including the intrusion of privacy torts, the statutes and regulations that apply to specific types of data collection and use, and contractual limitations, may also constrain use of data from some sources. In this frame of reference, it may be useful to think of personal information in the US as being subject to a spectrum of possibilities, where one end represents information that is clearly subject to bright-line privacy rules and the other represents information that is considered public and unencumbered by law.

In the middle of this spectrum is a legal gray area where the application of law is less predictable. The wording of written laws, judicial interpretations, communal standards of appropriateness, and factual circumstances, such as the actors, the type of information, and how it is used, strongly influence where the information falls across this spectrum.

1. US Information Privacy Statutes and Regulations

Statutes and regulations govern information privacy at both the federal and state levels. Typically, they regulate how specific types of information can be collected, used, and disclosed in specific circumstances. Setting aside the Common Rule, which was explored in the previous section, these laws span financial records, education records, health information, library
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30 See, e.g., Family and Educational Rights Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974, Pub. L. 93-380, 88 Stat. 57. (August 21,
records,\textsuperscript{32} interception of wired and wireless communications,\textsuperscript{33} and other categories of information.\textsuperscript{34} These statutes and regulations comprise the bright-line rules of the information privacy laws—the categories of information to which they apply are almost universally regarded as sensitive, and the laws clearly state the circumstances in which they apply and the responsibilities of those who are regulated.

Many of these statutes and regulations are, in most cases, too narrowly focused to apply to researchers mining data from public sources. For instance, if health-related information is voluntarily posted to a social networking website in a publicly-viewable area by the person to whom it pertains, neither the information nor those who use it would be likely to be found subject to health information privacy laws.\textsuperscript{35} Those laws apply to health care providers and a selection of other actors who handle the data in the course the business of health care. However, some statutes and regulations can present problems for researchers who collect information as intermediaries or from sensors located in public areas. For example, use of cameras or other sensors can implicate wiretapping laws in unexpected ways. Most state wiretapping laws require consent to record oral communications from at least one party to a conversation, and some states prohibit the collection of oral communications without the consent of all persons participating in the conversation.\textsuperscript{36} If a researcher were to capture audio recordings of conversations without consent, even if the audio only captures what can be naturally overheard in public spaces, the researcher may be criminally liable under such laws.

2. US Public Records and Information

On the opposite end of the spectrum from information subject to bright-line privacy rules is “public information.” Some information collected and used by the government, including personal information, may be considered a public record under the law. Freedom of information laws serve as the primary vehicle for public access to government records.\textsuperscript{37} These laws, which are enacted at both the federal and state levels, enable members of the public to request access to inspect and copy records made or received by government entities.

The scope of records containing personal information subject to disclosure under these laws is

\textsuperscript{1974).
\textsuperscript{32} See, e.g., Mass.G.L. 78 § 7 (deeming the “part of the records of a public library which reveals the identity and intellectual pursuits of a person using such library shall not be a public record”); Ark. Code, §§ 13-2-703 (prohibiting disclosures of “library records which contain the names or other personally identifying details regarding the patrons of public, school, academic, and special libraries and library systems”).
\textsuperscript{33} See, e.g., Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) of 1986, Pub. L. 99-508, 100 Stat. 1848 (October 21, 1986); Mass.G.L. 272 § 99 (prohibiting warrantless interception of wire and oral communications absent consent from all parties).
\textsuperscript{34} Other types of regulated information include arrest and conviction records, cable television records, video rental records, retail transaction records, employment records, driver license records, use of social security numbers, tax records, telephone services, insurance records, and so on.
\textsuperscript{35} See, e.g., Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health Information, 45 CFR §§ 160, 164.
\textsuperscript{36} Approximately 11 states are “two party consent states,” and require the consent of all parties to a conversation.
quite broad. It may include, for example, court filings, real estate deeds, arrest records and mugshots, records related to law enforcement investigations, certificates of death, marriage licenses, meeting minutes and transcripts, depending upon the jurisdiction and entity releasing the information. The freedom of information laws require government agencies to balance the confidential nature of the records against the public’s interest in disclosure prior to permitting public access. However, the decision to withhold or release information is discretionary; government agencies are not compelled to withhold information unless another law would prohibit its release.\textsuperscript{38} Practices can vary between jurisdictions and government entities depending upon the circumstances of a request for access and the nature of the record sought. Employment records, medical records, and other confidential information are often treated as sensitive and may be excluded from release. The exact information released or withheld is determined by the government entity on a case-by-case basis – some records are partially released with sensitive information that is redacted while others may not be released at all. Other statutes or regulations may also dictate that a record or specific information contained within it is exempt from public disclosure under freedom of information laws.

Once the information is made public through a public record, including any personal information released within those records, it is generally considered free to be used by the public for any purpose.\textsuperscript{39} Indeed, public records are widely reused and redistributed on the internet in a variety of governmental, non-commercial, and commercial services. Examples include websites like \url{http://mugshots.com}, which purports to be a “search engine for . . . arrest records and booking photographs, mug shots,” \url{http://findthedata.org}, which enables users to browse through a wide variety of public records and government data, and \url{http://masslandrecords.com}, which is the official Massachusetts government website for public land ownership records.

3. The Invasion of Privacy Torts

Among the broadest and perhaps least predictable of the US information privacy laws are the four “invasion of privacy” torts: (1) “intrusion on seclusion,” (2) “public disclosure of private facts,” (3) “false light,” and (4) “appropriation of likeness.” These torts were judicially crafted through the common law, and now are codified into written statutes or recognized as common law in nearly all US states.\textsuperscript{40} Each tort is a distinct basis for a civil legal remedy – usually in the form of a lawsuit seeking damages or injunctive relief – when personal information expected to remain private is accessed or disseminated in a harmful manner. Of the four, intrusion on seclusion is perhaps the best suited to illustrating how these laws might apply to information voluntarily made public on the web or collected from other publicly-available sources.\textsuperscript{41}

\textsuperscript{40} See, e.g., Mass.G.L. 262 § 1B (“A person shall have a right against unreasonable, substantial or serious interference with his privacy. The superior court shall have jurisdiction to enforce such right an in connection therewith to award damages.”).
\textsuperscript{41} A “publication of private facts” necessitates that private information be published to the public at large, whereas here we only consider the data collection and use for research purposes. “False light” similarly concerns instances in which an individual “gives publicity to a matter concerning another,” and the tort of “appropriation” provides a remedy for the appropriation of her likeness (e.g., name, image, etc) to the benefit of another. Restatement (Second) of Torts, §§ 652B, 652D.
However, the invasion of privacy torts have limited applications, especially in the context of the internet.42  

Intrusion on seclusion is actionable when “one who intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon the solitude or seclusion of another or his private affairs or concerns . . . if the intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable person.”43 The act of intrusion must be unauthorized, highly offensive, and it must involve information that the individual reasonably expected to remain private. For example, trespassing on private property and peering into the windows of a home, searching through another’s personal property, use of concealed cameras, and the unauthorized wiretapping of phone calls have been held unreasonable intrusions. The information does not have to be completely secret or unknown by others for it to be considered private, but the law does not protect facts that are already widely known about individuals unless an obligation to maintain confidentiality—a contractual agreement, specific statute, or legally recognized privilege—otherwise applies.

In a case involving an intrusion on a publicly-accessible website, the key question is whether the act of publishing information to a website causes an individual to circumstantially lose her expectation of privacy. After all, if it is observable in a public medium, how could the individual’s expectation of privacy be reasonable? Most courts seem to agree that information posted publicly cannot reasonably be expected to remain private; however, the answer becomes murkier if the individual has taken steps to restrict access or otherwise limit dissemination of the information. Only a few courts have opined on this issue in civil litigation, and among those that have, the cases did not involve privacy tort claims but rather challenges to the scope of discovery requests in litigation, which raises questions about their precedential value. That said, the rulings suggest that individuals have little or no expectations in privacy for information they posted publicly on social networking sites or on publicly-viewable areas of the internet, even if the individual only expects a small number of individuals to read the information. Courts generally reason that the information was shared using a service that is intended to be a platform sharing information with others, and such information cannot reasonably be expected to be private.44 Some courts reason that the information is either viewable by the public at large or the individual cannot justify an expectation that his or her friends will keep information private.45 Other courts have reasoned that by creating an account on a social networking site, like Facebook, the individual has consented to the possibility that others may eventually see the information regardless of his or her privacy settings.46 The exceptions arise in cases where the individual uses privacy controls to limit the audience,47 but there is some uncertainty as to whether privacy controls sufficiently seclude the individual and her affairs. Given the overall lack of cases and consensus on this issue, the law should be regarded as unsettled.
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43 Restatement (Second) of Torts, § 652B.
44 See, e.g., Guest v. Leis, 255 F.3d 325 (6th Cir. 2001).
45 Reid v. Ingerman Smith, LLP, 2010 WL 6720752 (EDNY 2012).
47 See, e.g., Ehling v. Monmouth-Ocean Hospital Service Corp., 2013 WL 4436539 (D NJ August 2013) (NO. 2:11-CV-03305 WJM) (holding Facebook wall posts are “configured to be private” for purposes of the Stored Communications Act); Crispin v. Audiger, 717 F.Supp.2d 965 (CD Cal. 2010).
4. Contracts, Terms of Service, and Privacy Policies

Contracts play something of a unique role on the internet. In its most basic form, a contract is an agreement between two or more parties that creates rights or obligations recognized by the law. Contracts are flexible instruments. Assuming a contract is validly formed and executed, parties to an agreement can contract for nearly anything within the boundaries of lawful activity, and should one party fail to meet those terms, the other party can seek redress in court.

Two types of standard-form contracts commonly encountered on the internet are relevant to this paper: “terms of service” agreement and the “privacy policy.” These instruments, which sometimes are called “terms of use,” “terms of access,” and other names, are used for a variety of purposes. They facilitate the sharing of data, create obligations of confidentiality, delineate access rights and acceptable uses of a service, describe ownership rights of user-generated and site-generated content, and much more.

The use of these agreements became popular on websites in the 1990s as a mechanism for allocating risks and responsibilities associated with emerging business models in retail sales and internet-based services, naturally evolving from the use of shrinkwrap licenses that accompanied software. These agreements required the purchasers of the software to conditionally agree to terms prior to removing the shrinkwrap from a software retail box and installing it on a machine.

Today, terms of service are found on most websites. Their use has expanded beyond mere risk allocation to governing all aspects of the relationship between website operators and website end users. They are often are presented during an account registration process for a web service, like use of a social network or webmail, and the user must click a button that states, in various phrasing, “I have read and agree to the terms” in order to complete the registration process. Many terms of service agreements are also hyperlinked on websites, usually near the page footer, and purport to apply to any browser of the site – that is, in exchange for visiting or using a website, the user implicitly agrees to the website’s terms. Whether the user is forced to acknowledge the terms of service or not, the terms are almost always a non-negotiable, take-it-or-leave-it offer, much like its ancestral cousin that captured a would-be user at shrinkwrap. Most websites will also reserve a right to modify their terms at will, and the terms often change.


For example, this may be memorialized in an agreement as follows: “These Terms of Service constitute the agreement between [example.com] and you as a user who accesses, subscribes to access or otherwise establishes a connection (‘user,’ ‘you,’ or ‘your’) to the world wide web sites known as [example.com] (individually and collectively, the ‘Site’ and including any sub-domains, which are owned and controlled by [example.com]).”
over time with and without notice to users.\textsuperscript{52}

Although they are generally not required by federal law,\textsuperscript{53} many websites employ privacy policies, which may be combined with or standalone from a website’s terms of use agreement. The use of privacy policies emerged in the 1990s both organically and at the encouragement of the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC), as a means of disclosing information practices.\textsuperscript{54} The earliest of these policies functioned as brief descriptions of a website’s practices in a few sentences, or a certification seal, endorsed by third-party companies like TRUSTe, that suggested the website conformed with industry privacy norms.\textsuperscript{55} The FTC encouraged internet businesses to adopt and expand privacy policies to provide consumers with notice of the information they collect and how they use it. According to scholars, “by 2001 virtually all of the most popular commercial websites had privacy notices.”\textsuperscript{56} Though no federal laws generally require websites to adopt these policies, some states laws do. California, for example, requires commercial websites that cater to users in California to “conspicuously post” an online privacy policy that describes the personally identifiable information collected and data practices.\textsuperscript{57} Today, some privacy policies are structured as contractual agreements with website users, by expressly taking the form of a standalone contract or through incorporation by reference in the website’s terms of service agreement, while other websites structure their policies as a disclosure of practices rather than a contract. Regardless of their form, privacy policies have become an integral part of the FTC’s consumer protection efforts. Should a website’s information practices differ from those it voluntarily states in its policy, the FTC has jurisdiction to bring actions under its unfair and deceptive trade practices authority. State attorneys general may also be able to bring enforcement actions under similar state jurisdiction.

For researchers who seek to mine information from the internet, contracts that govern use of services can impose restrictions on collecting and using information obtained through websites. For example, according to its terms of service, Facebook requires individuals who collect information about other users to: obtain consent, make clear who is collecting the information,

\textsuperscript{52} For example, Facebook’s terms state that it will “provide [users] with seven (7) days notice . . . and an opportunity to comment on changes” to its Statement of Rights and Responsibilities. Facebook, “Statement of Rights and Responsibilities – Amendments,” ¶ 14(1), (last revised November 15, 2013), https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms. Twitter’s terms state that: “[Twitter] may revise these Terms from time to time, the most current version will always be at http://twitter.com/tos. If the revision, in our sole discretion, is material we will notify you via an @Twitter update or e-mail to the e-mail associated with your account. By continuing to access and use the Services after those revisions become effective, you agree to be bound by the revised Terms.” Twitter, “Terms of Service – General Terms: Entire Agreement,” ¶ 12(C), (last revised June 25, 2012), https://twitter.com/tos.

\textsuperscript{53} Some specific types of websites are required to have privacy policy by federal law. For example, the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) requires websites that cater to children under the age of 13 to prominently post a privacy policy that details how the site uses personal information collected from children. 15 USC § 6502 et seq.


\textsuperscript{56} Id. at 595.

\textsuperscript{57} California Online Privacy Protection Act (CalOPPA), Cal. Bus & Prof. Code §§ 22575 et seq.
and post a privacy policy explaining what information is collected and how it is being used.\textsuperscript{58} Pinterest’s “acceptable use policy,” which is incorporated into its terms of service, states that users are prohibited from “collect[ing] or stor[ing] personally identifiable information from Pinterest or its users without their permission,” and “us[ing] any method to access, search, scrape, download, or change Pinterest or anything on it.”\textsuperscript{59} Twitter encourages and permits “broad re-use of its content” through its application programing interface within certain parameters.\textsuperscript{60} However, its terms of service prohibit “scraping the services without the prior consent of Twitter.”\textsuperscript{61} While these terms may not have been written with academic researchers in mind, they may still have the effect of curtailing data mining from websites for research purposes without first obtaining permission from the website operators or complying with the terms and conditions.

Participants in this breakout session raised questions about the real-world implications of terms of service agreements for researchers. First, they questioned the enforceability of contracts on websites, given their mass-market non-negotiable form, onerous terms, and tendency to be ignored by users. Second, even if they were to be enforceable, participants questioned whether a website operator would invest the time and financial resources into pursuing a legal action in court against a researcher for violating the terms. Scholars and legal practitioners have also long scrutinized website contracting practices for similar reasons.\textsuperscript{62} In practice, terms of service and similar contracts have scantily been tested in US courts; however, in the cases that have considered their validity, courts have generally found them to be enforceable.\textsuperscript{63} For this reason, researchers should be aware that terms of service may still impact their ability to collect and use information obtained from websites, even if a website is unlikely to pursue a legal action. The SACHRP guidelines on internet research also suggest that researchers should not only be aware of these terms but also take them into account as they make decisions about using information posted to the internet for research purposes.\textsuperscript{64}

C. International Information Privacy Laws

The subject of privacy in international law is too broad to provide a comprehensive review here, and much of it is well summarized by other sources.\textsuperscript{65} Despite the risk of overgeneralization,

\textsuperscript{58} “If you collect information from users, you will: obtain their consent, make it clear you (and not Facebook) are the one collecting their information, and post a privacy policy explaining what information you collect and how you will use it.” Facebook, “Statement of Rights and Responsibilities – Protecting Other People’s Rights,” ¶ 5(7), https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms.


\textsuperscript{60} Twitter, “Terms of Service – Restrictions on Content and Use of the Services,” ¶ 8, (last revised June 25, 2012), https://twitter.com/tos.

\textsuperscript{61} Id.


\textsuperscript{64} See SACHRP guidelines supra note 24.

there are a number of aspects of international regulation of privacy that differ sharply from the US approach which are relevant both to the management of research data and to participants expectations of privacy.

First, in many parts of the world, protection of personal information is regulated in a fundamentally different way than in the United States, as described above. In the European Union, for example, “protection of personal data” is defined as a fundamental human right as it is part of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. This treatment is also reflected in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) privacy guidelines, implemented in the EU data protection laws, and in the laws of individual member states, which provide omnibus protection for personal information in contrast to the sectoral approach used in the US. Many other countries beside those in the EU also adopt an omnibus approach to privacy. For instance, the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) privacy framework is based on the OECD privacy guidelines, as is Australia’s privacy law. Japan and a number of Middle Eastern countries also have uniform privacy protections, although were not derived from the OECD framework. Mexico and many South American states not only use an omnibus approach, but further adopt the concept of “habeas data,” in which the subject of the data is treated as a data owner with inherent legal rights deriving from that status.

Second, the omnibus privacy regulations in many other countries does not generally provide for unfettered use of information shared publicly. In most omnibus frameworks, data is shared for specific purposes, even when made publicly available, and the purpose for which the data was shared limits future use. Furthermore, individuals may have additional rights to examine, correct, or delete data that describes them – even when that data flows through third parties. This makes the public-private distinction more complex when applied to international data.

International privacy law is also rapidly evolving. A dramatic example of the implications of these rights is reflected in the recent European Court of Justice (ECJ) ruling against Google. In this ruling the ECJ decided that an internet search engine operator is responsible for the “processing” of data involved in indexing and linking to third-party sites – and that search engines must honor requests by data subjects to remove those links where the data is irrelevant, no longer relevant or “excessive in relation to the purposes for which they were processed and in the light of the time that has elapsed.” In this case, the ECJ determined that search engines were both “processors” and “controllers” of data under the scope of the European Data Protection Directive, and that Google was subject to the directive because it “engages in the effective and real exercise of activity through stable arrangements” through its Spanish subsidiary.

69 Judgment of the Court (Grand Chamber), Case C-131/12, Google Spain SL and Google Inc. v. Agencia Española de Protección de Datos (AEPD) and Mario Costeja González, 2014.
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Another example of changes in global privacy law is the case *R. V. Spencer*, which was decided by the Supreme Court of Canada in June of 2014. In this case the court’s ruling included the finding that a request for information connecting an IP address to an individual constituted a search, and more generally, outlined an expansive approach to online privacy and a robust interpretation of the concept of reasonable expectation of privacy. Although this is a criminal case, which means the implications on research data sharing in other contexts is unclear, it illustrates that the notion of privacy rapidly evolving, and that there are some global trends towards strengthening global conceptions of privacy.

Even when research interacts solely with data collected by US based organizations, researchers are not fully insulated from global privacy law. The jurisdiction of international law is unsettled, may extend in unanticipated ways – further a number of countries such as the EU and members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) have explicitly attempted to either respectively assert jurisdiction of national data privacy law beyond national borders; or to hold local actors accountable for violations by third parties in other countries, involving privacy of data managed by the local actor.

A particularly important example of how international law affects US organizations is the US-EU Safe Harbor framework, under which US companies self-certify that they will adhere to privacy protections that are deemed adequate by the European Commission – making these companies subject to enforcement by the Federal Trade Commission. Thousands of US companies have participated in the program and are thus subject to the privacy requirements of this framework. Moreover, this framework is under increasing scrutiny from US and EU authorities. The FTC has increased enforcement; and as a result of challenges to data collection practices by Facebook, the Court of Justice for the European Union, the EU’s highest court, is now actively reviewing the adequacy of the Safe Harbor regime.

Researchers are not guaranteed to be insulated from international privacy regulation simply because their data collection efforts are conducted within the United States. This reflects a key area of concern that emerged in the breakout session and other discussions in the workshop. Management of data extends across multiple lifecycle stages. For example, data that is *collected* solely within the US may be *produced* in France or by its citizens. The data may have been originally *provided* with the expectation and under terms of use that appropriate local data protections would be followed. Many of these factors that should be taken into consideration may not be documented or readily accessible to a diligent research who inspects information prior to collection. Ethically, legally, and practically it is not safe to assume that the US definition of privacy is the sole relevant consideration.

---
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IV. Unclear User Expectations of Privacy on the Internet

Although US privacy law may not recognize that individuals have expectations of privacy in internet postings and other public spaces, they may not expect that their personal information could be mined and used by anyone.\textsuperscript{75} Scholarship and empirical studies in recent years suggest a disconnect between user expectations and corporate practices on the internet.\textsuperscript{76} This might seem paradoxical given that many social networking websites are fundamentally one-to-many communication mediums and privacy is often thought of as a trade-off in an exchange for using free-of-charge web services. However, participants at our workshop hypothesized that, for a number of reasons, individuals may not view privacy as a binary choice in their online interactions; rather, individuals may subjectively take other contextual factors into account other than whether the information they post is viewable by others. Also, many individuals may not fully understand or appreciate the privacy consequences of publishing personal information available online.\textsuperscript{77}

A. Contextual Expectations and the Role of Friction

According to leading scholars, the contexts in which individuals share information online play an important role in shaping users’ expectations of privacy as well as cultural norms around the sharing and use of information.\textsuperscript{78} Participants pointed out that decisions are also influenced by how alternatives, risks, and consequences are framed, and individuals may incorrectly perceive the extent to which privacy laws or technical controls work to preserve privacy and confidentiality. When information is shared in one context – for example, a post on a social network that a person expects to be only of interest to close friends – the individual may not anticipate that the information would be closely scrutinized by others, copied, or reused in other contexts. A number of lawsuits from recent years, to provide just one data point, demonstrate how gaps in contextual expectations for information use and sharing can upset users of social networking sites when new secondary uses of information are suddenly introduced.\textsuperscript{79}


expectations and perceptions of how technology works may influence the privacy expectations of individuals as they publish information on the internet, and some empirical studies suggest that individuals spend very little time taking risks and consequences into account beyond the immediate context before them.  

Another recurring idea discussed during the workshop was the role of friction in accessing information online. Friction in this sense may be thought of as a function of the degree of effort required to gain access to information. Effort could include factors such as the financial cost of obtaining information, whether it is easy to locate or relatively obscure, the amount of time or energy necessary to access it, and so on. Friction, or the perception of it, likely plays a role in shaping individuals’ privacy expectations, but at the same time technological developments continue to reduce the effort one needs to expend to gain access to information. On this point, workshop participants wondered to what degree should the law and ethics use friction to distinguish public and private information for use in research.

Personal information that can be located via a Google search for an individual’s name may be valued differently than data in paper-based public records that can only be accessed by physically traveling to a courthouse near that individuals’ home. As a result, users may have differing expectations about the risks associated with these different types of data based on how they perceive the efficacy of the friction and its effect on their privacy. They may also, perhaps unreasonably, expect that these costs and barriers will not be removed or easily overcome. Most internet users lack the expertise to adequately assess barriers to access, and some may possess inaccurate assumptions about the law, technology, and those with whom they share their information. Friction may also apply to information captured by sensors in public places. For example, a low voice in a public park may be barely audible except to a sufficiently-powerful microphone. Researchers may not be able to infer, absent a clear indication from a given user, whether a user expects her information to remain private.

Participants also pointed out that a lack of friction can play a role not only in shaping individual expectations but also in calculating harm. For instance, tweets are public, but an individual may have a reasonable expectation that an attacker looking at random Twitter accounts for stigmatizing information will not find her Twitter account. Thus, even though this information is public, her expectation of privacy may be colored by how obscure she perceives her account. However, if another individual mines Twitter accounts for a certain type of stigmatizing information and aggregates and links the information to the accounts of these users, then the search cost has been dramatically reduced and the realities of privacy may change drastically. In 2010, the website http://pleaserobme.com demonstrated how users can inadvertently share information that compromises the security of their home by aggregating public tweets from users that suggested, by inference or explicit reference, that the user was not at home. In this case, 

the purpose of the website was to raise awareness of the potential for real-world harms, but it is easy to see how this concept could be exploited by malefactors.

Some of our workshop participants suggested that addressing the differences in the ease and cost of access to public data may be worth exploring as a solution, both in research and non-research contexts. For example, in the context of public records, certain data that is deemed less sensitive may be available to the public at large; whereas data that is more sensitive could be only be accessed for a fee or by expending greater effort in collecting it. Perhaps this requires, at a policy level, different legal and ethical standards that apply to distinct types of public data. An advantage of identifying different types of publicly-available information in this manner is that it would provide a basis for evaluating whether the use of data is appropriate. Another proposal from our discussion is to attach explicit costs to accessing data. The costs could be financial, in the form of a fee per record accessed, or architectural, possibly in the form of a tiered-access system in which access is made contingent through different levels of technical and legal restrictions based on a determination of the data’s sensitivity. These explicit costs could be configured to ensure that even as the technology changes, the data will achieve a similar degree of openness to what was intended when it was created to account for a reduction in friction over time. In order to be effective, downstream uses would have to be bound not to remove these costs. Moreover, while the reduction of friction in accessing public records has brought with it privacy concerns, greater accessibility is also highly beneficial to the public. The public’s interests would need to be carefully balanced in any solution that proposes to alter the costs of accessing public information, and that may render such a solution less attractive.

V. Concluding Thoughts

The social science and behavioral research fields are being revolutionized by these new sources of detailed information about humans. With them, researchers can quickly build large datasets for analysis using automated tools while simultaneously avoiding the managerial and oversight burdens associated with traditional methods of data collection. These trends are allowing researchers to test their hypotheses faster and conduct more research, which may yield new insights into human behaviors and provide enormous benefits to the public.

On the surface, information from these sources is often regarded as public. Indeed, the law in the US affords minimal privacy protections to information that has been voluntarily made public, and the Common Rule has traditionally allowed researchers to use public information with minimal oversight. However, the information widely shared on the internet and capable of being captured by sensors in public spaces can reveal surprisingly personal information about individuals, and many may not wish to have their information used in a research study without their consent. Moreover, individuals may not understand or appreciate the consequences of publishing information online, or expect unreasonably that their information will remain private. Some members of the research community are questioning whether subjecting these new sources of data to the traditional standards of the Common Rule remain sensible. A number of community-driven initiatives have sought to fills these ethical gaps, and SACHRP at HHS has more recently issued an FAQ document intended to serve as a starting point for the development
of further guidance. Still, it is not clear to what extent researchers and institutions are following in practice the guidelines issues by HHS or the ethical codes being developed within the community. And, they remain subject to interpretation. Reasonable minds may disagree about the circumstances in which researchers should be ethically bound to disclose the existence of a study or be required to obtain consent from the subjects.

Researchers also face other practical issues mining information from the internet, including the challenges with disclosure and consent as well as potential collisions which may occur with the data ownership interests of website operators. Consider a study that using information mined from the internet is deemed subject to the Common Rule. Researchers may be required to disclose the existence of a study and obtain informed consent from participants in the study. It is not clear, however, at what point a researcher should inform an individual that their publicly-available information is being mined and included as part of a study, how they communicate it, or at what point explicit consent is required before any mining occurs. Participants were skeptical that an informed-consent regime could be created in this medium that provides a meaningful opportunity for individuals to opt-in or opt-out of research studies using current mechanisms like terms of use agreements or click-through agreements. Interacting with the users who generate data can also be difficult or even impossible. The regime may be difficult to scale. This is especially challenging given that most of the emerging examples of research involve data from a large number of users, users who are geographically diverse, and use of the data for purposes far from those the users could have anticipated when the data was created.

Collisions with other forms of law are also a danger. As individuals share information with services, like Facebook and Twitter, they may be agreeing to terms in which the services obtain licenses to information that entitle the website to certain exclusive copyright interests to use and display the data. These licenses can be enforced against others, including researchers, who attempt to use information posted online.82 In addition, some website are known to use restrictive provisions in their terms of use agreements that inhibit the ability of others to mine data using automated techniques.83 Finally, the legal and ethical responsibilities are not clear for the research institutions and the researchers and IRBs within them with respect to understanding, honoring and protecting expectations of privacy for participants who are the subject of US based internet research but reside in other countries with differing treatments of privacy.

A. Future Agenda for Defining “Public” for Research Purposes

In the short time of our breakout session, participants briefly mapped a few informal ideas they felt should be included in a future research agenda, such as a “public for research” standard that is incorporated into best practice principles.84 Some participants felt that such a standard may not align perfectly with how US law currently defines these categories of information – for instance, “public for research purposes” may denote a narrower category of information than the

84 None of these ideas reflect consensus among the group, and further research is clearly needed to properly set a comprehensive agenda.
law. Others felt that researchers should be able to use at least as much as the law allows – “data is public if I don’t need permission from the data holder or data subject to look at it, write it down, record it and republish it.” Most participants seemed to agree that mechanisms for obtaining meaningful consent from subject whose information is collected from websites – easier to comprehend than a terms of service or privacy policy agreement – are needed to ensure subjects’ participation is voluntary when it needs to be. Finally, many participants felt that a standard must also be nuanced enough to take into account the different degrees of publicity and be flexible over time to accommodate new types and uses of data.

The guidelines created by SACHRP as well as the efforts underway by groups within the research community to develop ethical codes, which were not discussed during the breakout session, do incorporate many of the agenda ideas that surfaced in our breakout session as well as ideas that were not discussed that seem prudent. However, it remains to be seen whether guidelines and codes will lead to predictable outcomes from both a legal and ethical point of view. A substantial gap exists between a researcher being able to obtain information without explicit permission and making a systematic determination that information is actually available to everyone on the internet without a reasonable expectation of privacy recognized by law or ethics. With this in mind, further research is needed to refine the approach and better understand the interests of stakeholder as well as the risks and potential harms to human subjects whose information is used in studies.